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In this quantity you’ This handbook provides much of the information had a need to tackle these problems
and features state-of-the-art concepts and practices of forward trauma surgery as utilized by military
physicians in far flung locations around the globe.Military surgeons must assume a leadership function in
combat casualty care in circumstances which are far less than ideal.ll learn such integral skills mainly
because:&#149; Treating burns&#149;Tactical Combat Casualty Care and Wound Treatment may be the
most trusted and up-to-date manual offered by the Department of Protection for military medical personnel
in the field. Applying pressure dressing&#149; Tactical field caution&#149; Treating inhalation
injuries&#149; And even more! Field dressing&#149;
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Extremely informative for types of casualties faced not merely in military combat but energetic shooter/mass
casualty scenarios. Text size could be a little bit larger ... I am a layperson, no EMT, paramedic, etc. Not
long ago i took a TCCC class. Five Stars very good Good for review of proper training. I am still reading
through it but it seems to be consistent with everything taught in the class. Seems to be up to date. It is
concise and the formatting can be good. I like that's helps explain the ins and outs and how exactly to check
a person out and what to consider. While I love and would recommend this book, It is advisable to also read
the evaluations from credentialed medical professionals to discover what they think. Finally, while a good
book is better than nothing, definitely get classroom and/or field teaching from a qualified source if possible.
One Star Sorry, but these textbooks will be the recruit level and not the medic. Knowing how to care for my
self and other people. I purchased this book afterwards.It really is concise and the formatting is great. It will
not, however, be utilized instead of proper certified training. Five Stars Good read! Five Stars lots of good
information Solid This is the kind of book it's good to have in paperback of with a pdf download option.
Text size is actually a little bit bigger but I don't find it uncomfortable to read. Great book Great book too
bad somebody stole it looks like I'll have to buy another Five Stars Great reserve! Weak. I do not
recommend
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